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We visited the tribal hamlets of ‘Kondhs’ in Vishaka Agency Reserve forests, on 26-27 Jan, 

2008. APVVU runs 10 pre-primary schools (up to class 2) in these hamlets. It also runs a ‘Kondh 

Girijana co-operative society’.  

 

History of Kondhs in the safe hands of APVVU:  

 Way back in 1992-93, APVVU was working on Various Land issues in Jalampally Panchaythi 

which is in the border of two mandals, G. Madugula and V. Madugula. Some how APVVU 

Secretary, PS. Ajay Kumar got information that they are several unidentified hamlets in the deep 

reserve forests where Kondhs, A migrated tribe from Orissa during the construction 

period of Hirakud reservoir. He took this issue to then district Magistrate/Collector 

Pradeep Chandra who handed over the challenging work of going deep into these 

reserve forests to young sub-collector Mr. Sai Prasad. Thanks to his challenging spirit, 

he took up the expedition along with Ajay Kumar and some revenue officers and 

laid foundations for developmental activities like adding the Kondhs into ‘Gadithuru’ 

Panchayat of G. Madugula Mandal.  

 After few years, when Ajay Kumar met Ravi Kuchimanchi, AID founder a 

plan to start Kondh pre-primary schools in these hamlets in which children can be 

taught upto Class 2 and then can be sent to APTWRS (Andhra Pradesh Tribal welfare Residential 

Schools) for higher studies. This novel project was initially funded by ASHA and AID six months each 

every year. Now, ASHA takes complete responsibility of funding to these schools.  

 

Education Project: 

Targets:  

• Basics up to Class 2 will be taught then students shifted to APTWRS. 

• Teachers will be provided with some salary who stay there as a part of their 

community. 

• ‘Paaka’ (hut) for the school will be built by Villagers. 

• No Mid-day meals program. 



 Teachers play an important role in the lives of Kondhs. Teachers live in those communities 

among Kondhs, so they become the part of community. He mobilizes the community for various 

developmental activities. He solves problems or takes them to concerned people. He fills the 

applications for ration cards etc. Teachers are paid Rs1500-2200 based on their experience. We 

visited 6 villages (Ganugurolu, Vedurupally, Jurrayi, Nittamamida, Seetabhanda and 

Neyyilabhanda) and met 8 teachers (Boddumamida, Peddapoor teachers came to Jurrayi). We 

heard that school in Chilakalamamida is temporarily stopped from April. The teacher Mr. 

S.Appalkonda is a physically challenged tribal youth and could not always climb the difficult 

terrain. We could not meet Dabbagaruvu teacher as he could not be informed.  

 We heard that Neyyilabhanda teacher ‘Chittachari’ has been removed on collective 

decision, because he does not run school well. Shankar Rao, another teacher, was also not 

running the school properly. Even after giving a chance to him with the consent of all the teachers- 

he did not change. Mr P.S.Ajay Kumar himself visited the school and met the villagers on January 4.  

He discussed with villagers and removed him from the post. Another teacher Eashwara Rao is also 

a dedicated one. He asked if his wife Kumari, who studied upto 7th class could teach in 

Nittmamida and he teach in Seethabhanda. Ajay garu said to him that she will be under 

observation for few months and if that goes fine, she may continue or new teacher may be 

appointed then. In October- November 2007 Balayya dora and even his brother (who temporarily 

ran the school for him) were mentally affected in Vedhurupally. Balayya dora was a teacher 

working from long time, On humanitarian grounds, the case of his was considered and given one 

month salary. He is alright and is running the school now. 

 

Notable points from schools: 

In these schools, teachers use Play-way method of teaching. 

Children learn Telugu alphabets, words, addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division, songs, rhymes, short poems and songs. 

Activities like craft making with clay, twigs, paper, seeds, leaves which 

are available in those locations are also taught.  

We observed volley ball courts and nets in every village. We too 

spent some time playing with them in Jurrayi. Apart from volleyball, they 

also play Kabaddi, Kho-kho, running etc. Lakshman Rao from Jurrayi, 

who is studying in APTWRS now, is state level Champion in all these games. An annual sport 

meeting for these 10 villages was held last year at Jurrayi and prizes were 

given to winners. Young girls from these villages participated in cultural 

programs conducted by ITDA, Paderu and were especially applauded for 

their wonderful performance of tribal ‘Dhimsa’ dance. (We too enjoyed 

dancing with them on 26th evening ☺). Last year, 100 students from all 

the villages went for an educational trip to Vishakapatnam to get 

exposed to outer world.  

 

In villages, every month parents-teachers meeting is held, where 

problems of village are discussed. Every month, teachers, co-operative directors, two supervisors 

and Ajay Garu attend the review meeting at Anakapalle and discuss about schools, school 

registers are checked, co-operative society, land issues, pensions, ration cards, agriculture etc. 

 

Problems faced and Needs of Schools: 

We heard from Teachers various problems of their schools and students when they are 

joined in APTWR Schools. Some of the important ones are being reported now. Language is the 

important constraint. Teaching medium for them is Telugu and their mother tongue is tribal 

language. That problem is more serious when they join in APTWRS. Children are very close 

attached to parents, so when they are joined in Residential schools, they feel home-sick and often 

stay back when they return for holidays. They are the first generation of Kondhs who are going to 

schools. 

1. 4 students Trinath, Nirunth, Krishna and Kalidas were joined in Girijan Hostel i.e. APTWRS, 

Dibbur but all returned back. 

2. From Jurrayi, 14 were sent to APTWRS but only 2 retained. Interestingly, Lakshmana Rao, 

one among the two is state level Champion in Volleyball, Shot-put, Kabaddi, Javelin 

throw and even Athletics.  



3. From Vedurupally, 6 are in APTWRS, Jajulapalem and 2 girls in Mini-Gurukulam. 

4. From Peddapoor, 6 out of 10 retained in APTWRS, Jajulapalem. 

5. From NIttamamida, 4 out of 7 retained. 3 of them are in Jajulapalem and 1 in 

Narayanapalem. 

6. From Ganugurolu, 7 are in APTWRS, Araku Valley.  

 

Agriculture of the Kondhs is labor-intensive and sometimes requires the help of children 

too. So they often bunk classes and go to work with parents in their fields. Newly-borne children 

and infants are generally nursed by small girls because parents go to work. So they too often miss 

classes. 

We found many children without slates and most of the slates they use are broken. So, 

Slates can be sent to them along with writing material. Class 2 students are taught to write with 

pens and pencils. They also need Notebooks and material for writing. Black board needs Paint in all 

Schools. Books with stories, drawings, songs etc can be sent. Small school libraries consisting various 

study and activities may be quite helpful in increasing Creativity among children.  

School ‘Paaka’ (hut) needs repair in Ganugurolu and Vedurupally. All the schools are run 

in huts. So in monsoons, rain-water may drizzle into hut.  A plastic cover may work out in these cases 

or someone may even suggest a better method. 

 Medical first-aid boxes are very essential because if something unfortunate happens, it 

takes nearly 4-5 hr trek through Ghats, which is a very difficult task to nearest motor-able place, 

then it takes another 1 hr to reach hospital.  

Every School can have a pot of Water replaced each day. Water can be boiled in the 

morning and stored. All the children should be strictly told to drink the same water. Elderly and sick 

ones may also be motivated to have a community Boiling point from where anyone of the village 

can fetch for their domestic uses. Children and even some elders do not have from proper cloths 

to wear.  

 

 

 

 

Co-operative Society:  

Kondhs are peasants who mainly cultivate 4 varieties of crops. They perform Rain-fed 

cultivation. ‘Kandi-pappu’ is generally consumed in southern India. The other 3 crops are ‘Rajmah’ 

(white, red, black). Rajmah is generally consumed in Northern parts of India and a very expensive 

crop. But specialty of Kondhs is that they produce these expensive grains with a very little amount 

of investment as low as Rs. 2500 sometimes even Rs. 2000. The main reason behind this is that they 

do not use fertilizers or pesticides. They help each 

other in cultivating and thus no labor and wages are 

required. The one in whose fields all work feeds them 

all during work (the only investment is food, which is 

generally not considered as an investment by 

economists. This means they do cultivation with zero 

investment. But, on observation, it is an investment). 

So they only need food security for 3 months i.e. 

during their cultivation period. 

 They celebrate ‘Itukala Panduga’ when all 

the people buy new cloths and enjoy themselves. So, 

for a year they only need Rs. 2500-3000. They 

generally get this amount from ‘Shaukaars’ the 



traditional money-lenders and businessmen on a very high interest rate. They are exploited in 4 

ways. 

1. The high interest rate and it does not matter when you take the debt, interest is 

considered for 12 months. 

2. Farmer should sell his crop to the same Shaukaar (money- lender). 

3. Shaukaar fixes the price. He generally fixes prices much lower than the actual 

price. But, they claim this as transportation losses through the ghats through which 

they travel. 

4. Measurements are done by Shaukaar’s ‘Kunche’ (measuring jar) which is much 

larger than that of general kunche.   

 

On observing exploitations of Kondhs by ‘Shaukaars’ and after studying various agricultural 

practices and other needs of Kondhs, a  ‘Kondh Girijan Co-operative society’ was formed two 

years ago by (NISARGA), which has improved the economic status of Kondhs to a large extent. 206 

applications for membership have been collected within a week of formation with Rs 112 as 

membership fees of which Rs 100 is for society fund and Rs 12 for form, stationery and 

miscellaneous expenditures. AID funded the remaining amount (Rs 80,000) to run co-operative 

society. Initially Rs 500 was given as loan. In turn, they have to pay in the form of small amount of 

their yield (as selling them and getting money is not feasible).  

Now Co-operative society provides a loan of Rs 1000 per member. Almost all these loans 

are being repaid.  But the investments of each family needs about Rs 2500-Rs 3000. They still 

continue to go to Shaukaars for remaining amount and the cycle of exploitation continues. So, if 

another 1000-1500 can be provided to each family, they will be completely relieved from 

shaukaars and that will improve their economic status drastically. So, if we can supply  a loan of Rs 

2-3 Lakh, for society fund, that will do a great deal of help to them. 

NISARGA is also trial-running in marketing the crops produced by these Girijans. They are 

trying to promote them in apartments, shops of Anakapalle (Visakhapatanam district). If we can 

help them in selling their pesticide-free and fertilizer-free, healthy and 

nutritional products in major cities and towns, a major revolution would 

start. Hey friends, WE can do that as some of our best marketing brains 

in India and abroad are helping us. Right!? Let’s join hands then… 

Kondhs will be ever indebted to then District Collector Mr 

Pradeep Chandra and the challenging Dep. Collector Sai Prasad and 

mainly to APVVU for their present and future status. It’s now time to 

promote such co-operative societies for large scale transformation and 

development of the poor in the country and abroad.  

Thanks for the wonderful trekking experience to Ajay sir and all 

his compatriots. 
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